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PREPACK

This handbook was prepared by the Federal IRM Planning Support
Program, which provides information resources management (IRM)

planning as8istance to Government agencies. It contains the results
of their research in this area and reflects their experience in

assignments at various Federal departments.

The methodology presented will be helpful to all Government agencies
who are interested in developing and implementing strategic IRM plans.
It should be noted that although it is directed to agency level

personnel, its concepts can be applied at all subordinate levels as

well. It provides in "cookbook" format the essential elements of

effective strategic IRM planning. For those agencies that already
have strategic plans and/or planning processes in place it can also be

a valuable tool. For example, it identifies proven and successful

methods for collecting data, establishing planning groups, and

organizing the plan itself. By following these guidelines, a

strategic plan and a quality planning process can be developed and

implemented that will be of major value to managers and users alike.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

1 I Info rmat Ion Res^ourc^s Management (IRM) PI aiming

The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-511) introduced the

concept of IRM and the principle of information as a corporate
resource which has value and associated costs. Certainly, the

responsibility that is most far-reaching is that for developing a

5 -year plan and annual updates for meeting Federal ADP and
telecommunications needs. As a result of the growing
obsolescence of automated information systems in the Federal
sector it is obvious that the authors of the Paperwork Reduction
Act recognized the severity of the situation, and levied this

planning requirement in order to respond to the problem.

1 .2 Peye 1o pjing .Agenc y St ra t eg i c P Ians

In developing agency IRM strategic plans, agencies should project
their needs and resources for a 5-year period and update their
projections on an annual basis or as significant changes occur in

their plans.

A five-year perspective is important for all agencies. It

facilitates future resource projections and ensures the

compatibility of systems for future expansion. The ADP and

telecommunications arenas are changing rapidly, making it

difficult to anticipate technological trends and objectives. A

5-year plan enables an organization to forecast needs and
resources to meet long-range goals and objectives. Because
five-year plans should be updated annually, sufficient
opportunities exist Lo modify or adjust longer term projections
as a result of unexpected changes.

1.3 The Goal of the 5-Year Strategic Plan

The goal of the strategic planning process and plan is to ensure
that Government information resources management

o Improves service delivery and program management;
o Increases productivity;
o Reduces waste and fraud; and,
o Decreases the information processing burden for the

Government and for persons who provide information to the
Government .
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Accordingly, the management of TRM is a vital function for all

agency officials. Once in place, the strategic plan can serve as

a management tool and aid the budget process.

1.4 The Strategic Plan as a Management Tool

An agency's 5-year IRM plan is a key management tool. It assists

in examining current areas of application, identifying
opportunities for improvement in the agency, and monitoring costs

associated with technology and services. As an internal

management tool, the plan can assist managers in avoiding the

crisis-oriented approach to the management of these technologies.

Properly used, plans can serve as building blocks for the entire

organization. Strategic plans also supply a framework for

delegating responsibility, defining responsibilities, and

measuring performance.

Strategic Plansi as a Bud get a_ry
Ai

Standardized planning documents containing required financial
data tie back to the agency budget. This assists in identifying
duplicative efforts, duplicative missions, existing information

systems that might be candidates for common use, trends in
information technology, agency components headed in diverse
directions , and overly funded systems. Agencies should review
their plans outside of the budget cycle when time exists to

thoroughly pursue individual issues. The budget can then reflect
solid decisions based on the analysis of the plan. Standardizing
plans will also permit the development of some "average" dollar
and personnel costs for comparison.

A Planning Methodology

This handbook presents a planning methodology which will assist

agencies in identifying, collecting, and processing the
information they will need to develop a 5-year strategic IRM

plan. The methodology includes all the basic steps and
timeframes necessary for agencies to develop an strategic IRM

plan during a four-month interval from initial start-up to plan
execution,

-2-



2. DEFINITION OF TERMS

The following terms and definitions are provided to clarify the

vocabulary used in this handbook.

Information Resources Management means the planning, budgeting,
organizing, directing, training, and control associated with the

creation, collection, processing, transmission, dissemination,
use, storage, and disposition of information, both automated and
non-automated. It addresses the management of information itself
as well as its related resources, including personnel, equipment,
funds and the technologies of data processing, telecom-
munications, office systems, and information management.

"Data Processing" means the automated collection, storage,
manipulation and retrieval of data including: Central processing
units for micro, mini and mainframe computers; related peripheral
equipment such as terminals, document scanners, word processors,
intelligent copiers, off-line memory storage and printing
systems, and related software such as operating systems, library
and maintenance routines and applications programs.

"Telecommunications" means voice, data, message, and video
transmissions, and includes the terminal, transmission and

switching facilities of government and public telecommunications

systems, as well as operating and network software.

"Office systems technology" means office equipment such as word

processors and microcomputers; duplicating and photocopy
machines, paper forms and records; microfilm and microfiche

equipment; and printing equipment and services.

"Information management" means the overall management and control
of the investment in information, including identification and

sharing of management information needs; standardization, control
and integrity of data stored or manipulated; statistical and
records management activities; and the privacy of records and

freedom of information.

"Services" means the providing and receiving of assistance for

any aspect of information systems and networks.

Agency is any executive department or agency or independent
estabishment in the executive, legislative, or judicial branch of

the government.



Strategic Planning is a structured , designed , process that

produces an integrated plan of action for accomplishing
identified program mission and objectives. It specifies
activities to be pursued and defines resources required to

support those activities. Long term planning emphasizes the
definition of mission and identification of goals and objectives.
It is a projection of where the agency expects to be at the end
of a specified period of time. Strategic planning is the "action
plan

11 - i.e., how the agency intends to get there. In the
context of IRM it develops and documents the direction for the
information technology program within the agency and specifies
IRM activities and resource requirements necessary to achieve
stated missions and objectives.

System is the collection of people , equipment , and methods
organized to accomplish an activity,

Activity is a task(a) the office is accomplishing or plans to

accomplish which is related to the IRM program and that
requires the application of agency resources (money,
personnel ,etc .). An activity may be continuous or have well
defined start and end points. IRM activities usually consist of
requirements analyses; feasibility studies; development and
implementation of new application systems; expansions ,

modifications or continued operation of existing systems; and
non-system related efforts such as data administration,
promulgation of standards and guidelines, or computer literacy
training for functional managers.

Bureau/Office is a major organizational element reporting
directly to the agency/department head.

Bureau Representative (User Representative) is a management
official with broad knowledge of the bureau's IRM requirements
necessary to support the bureau's mission and objectives.

Program Director is an office head who has overall responsibility
for managing a major program(s).

Goaj. is a desired or needed result to be achieved by an agency
over the long term. It does not necessarily have to be
accomplished within the planning horizon. It is a valued outcome
sought by the agency. Goals define the mission of the agency.
They generally identify how the mission will be carried out. In
addition, they reflect the style of the organization and the
public image to be created and maintained.
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Object i^ve
is a measurable result, not an activity. Chat

management has agreed to accomplish within a specific time frame.
It should be challenging yet attainable; its result should be
relevant and worth doing. It is clearly understood by the agency
and it is very specific.

Mission is a succinct description of the scope and purpose of the

agency. It specifies what the agency's business is and what it

should be.

Fun ct ion is a role, responsibility and/or service which an

organization accomplishes to support its objectives, goals, and

mission.

IRM Governing Policies are the set of fundamental principles
reflecting management

'

s philosophies for applying information and
its related resources to meet the organization's mission.
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3. LAUNCHING THE PLANNING INITIATIVE

3. 1 Identify ing Planning Needs

Prior to initiating a planning effort, existing IRM planning
mechanisms and documents should be reviewed. This review should

identify current strengths that can be adopted and reinforced,
weaknesses that can be corrected , and elements not previously
considered which must be addressed. This task should be

accomplished at the bureau/staff office level of the agency,
although coordinated at the agency level.

The benefit of this review effort is to identify components of
the existing process which can be modified and focused towards a

standardized methodology,

Prior to initiating the planning effort, three groups of
individuals within the agency should be designated. The

following subsections describe these groups, their roles and

their longevity.

3.2 Organ izjjn^th e Ta^k Force

A special task force (temporary in nature) should be established
at the agency level and charged with the responsibility for

developing the agency's 5-year strategic IRM plan. The Task

Force leader should be a key member of the agency's management
team, and perhaps a member of the agency head's immediate staff,
so as to reflect the high priority of this task and to ensure its

success. Each bureau and maior staff office should be represented
on the task force with additional members drawn from IRM program
offices .

The Task Force should be established for a fixed period of time

with a specific deadline for completion of the plan. In order to

meet the short time frames outlined in this handbook, top

management interest and involvement must be maintained, and the

priority of the effort emphasized,

-7-
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3.3 Appointing the Review Committee

At the same time the Task Force is organized, a Review Committee

should be established, comprised of key agency officials charged
with responsibilities that relate to managing agency IRM programs

and management systems. This group will provide viability and

integrity to the planning effort, and approve the plan during its

various stages of development. Once the plan is implemented,
this committee will be dissolved.

3.4 Establishing the Executive Steering Committee

It is essential to elicit top management support from the outset,

If not already in place, an Executive Steering Committee for IRM

should be established. This Committee is extremely important to

the success of the planning effort and should be chaired by the

Senior Information Resources Manager as designated by the

requirements of the Paperwork Reduction Act. Other members
should be Bureau Heads representing major user or related policy

organizations.

The functions of this committee are to ensure: that agency-wide
missions, goals, and objectives are properly reflected and

incorporated into the planning process; that bureau plans are

sufficiently comprehensive and complete; that bureau plans are
not redundant or overlapping; and that once approved,
implement at ion of the agency -wide plan is accomplished as

scheduled. This Committee serves as a permanent advisory and

policy setting body.

3.5 Identifying Par t i c i pant s cj t he Various P IanningL Commi t t
ee_s_

All persons involved in the planning effort should be identified

by means of an official intra-agency announcement. Besides
listing the name, office symbol and telephone number of each

individual, a brief synopsis of the functional responsibilities
of each committee should be included, so that as much information
as possible can be disseminated regarding the planning effort.

3.6 Doc_ument i.n g Agency Mission a and Ob j ec t ive s

The Task Force reviews and, subject to Steering Committee
approval, confirms the agency's mission and program objectives.
The Task Force then arranges the mission and objectives
numerically and concisely for easy reference in the individual
plans developed by program offices. This is necessary because the
planning strategy is concerned with the technological future of
the entire organization. Unless the objectives are written in a

-8-
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fashion that applies directly to the mission of the agency, this
document may have little meaning. In that case, agency personnel
may go about their tasks, disregarding the formally issued

objectives, either because they are too broad or non-applicable
to their particular area of operation. In any case, it is

absolutely necessary to identify the full range of agency
missions and objectives and their priority.

3. 7 Documenting Bureau
T Funct^on^s^^ad ^Objectives

The Task Force is now ready to review subordinate Bureau
functions and objectives, referencing by number how they support
the agency's mission and program objectives. This review
clarifies the relationship of the functions and objectives of the

component part to those of the entire agency. Likewise, each

planned IRM activity, as set forth in the plan, should support an

agency or bureau objective.

3.8 Notifying Bureaus /Of f ices of the Planning Effort

The Task Force prepares and issues a memorandum for signature of

the agency head, announcing to all key officials the
establishment of the Task Force and their expected support and

cooperation in developing the agency's 5-year strategic IRM plan.
This document should include a request for designation of program,

officials from each major organizational unit (bureau

representatives). These bureau representatives will be

responsible for preparing individual bureau plans, which will

serve as the foundation for the agency plan.

-9-
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4. DEVELOPING THE PLAN - MONTH 1

4. 1 Examining the Scope of the Planning Effort Weak 1

Using the outline at Exhibit 1, the Task Force is now ready to
consider the scope of the planning process, including items to be
addressed, tiraeframes for completion, and agency IRM and
Paperwork Reduction Act implications. The Task Force should
compose 3. draft plan summary that reflects the recommended
outline and contains individual agency needs and circumstances.
This draft will serve as the fundamental plan content and
structure. In addition to identifying the items to be included,
it is important to also note what will not be included: i.e.,
matters considered outside the scope of the planning effort. If
there is disagreement on any given items, they should be brought
to the attention of the Review Committee, the IRM Steering
Committee, or, if necessary, the agency head for a final
decision.

4.2 Identifying Task Force Work Assignments - Week 1

The Task Force should prepare to manage the process that the
bureaus will use to develop their individual plana and to prepare
the integrated agency-wide plan. This involves

o Refining the planning methodology, if needed;

o Documenting the fundamental policies that govern the

agency's IRM program;

o Ensuring designation of a single representative for each

major IRM user organization responsible for preparation
of its individual plan;

o Assisting each of these bureau representatives with the

planning methodology and providing technical advice in

preparing individual plans;

o Briefing the Review Committee at suitable points in the

planning cycle on status and content of the agency plan;

o Assembling the input from each bureau; and

o Developing the 5 -year IRM strategic plan for the

agency.

-11-
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An individual member from the task force is assigned to each
bureau to provide appropriate interface. This individual ensures
a common understanding of the agency policies regarding IRM;
clarifies instructions and corrects misunderstandings relating to
the information collected; assists in the adoption of
user-oriented planning within the bureau offices; and acquires a

good working knowledge of individual bureau plans.

Other responsibilities of Task Force members are

o Summarizing various aspects of the plan from an

agency-wide perspective;

o Analyzing and identifying duplicat ive activities, and

piodifying the plan as necessary;

o Reviewing and editing the final plan: its form, design,
structure and content; and

o Preparing the final package and arranging printing and
distribution of the finished product.

The forms contained at the end of this Chapter are the primary
data collection vehicle for the Task Force. When completed, they
should be carefully reviewed to verify that complete and accurate
data has been captured. See Exhibits 2 through 19, and Section
4.7 "Issuing the Planning Call."

4. 3 Adopt ing the Pol icy of Systems Ownership __-_ Week 2

An important policy that must be adopted agency-wide is one that
decentralizes responsibilities for information systems to the
users of these systems. Program managers are responsible for

making programmatic decisions based upon the information produced
by their support systems. It only follows that those same

program managers must assume responsibility for their information

systems , defining their requirements and allocating adequate
personnel and financial resources to them. These "systems
owners" are individuals other than the ADP support organization,
unless the system serves that particular organization, and are

responsible for the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of

systemoutputs. Ownership is also assigned for component parts of
the system, e.g., application software, the hardware and the

data. The agency 5-year strategic plan is based on the plans
prepared by these responsible program managers . See Exhibit 20*

13-
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4.4 Confirming Governing Policies _- Week 2

When developing a strategic IRM plan, it is critical Chat the
the strategic direction for managing the agency's information
resources be clearly communicated. IRM Governing Policies,
reflecting the fundamental principles that will guide the
agency's management of its IRM program, are developed and
documented by the Task Force, endorsed by the Review Committee,
and confirmed by the Executive Steering Committee.

To ensure comprehensiveness of the plan, various elements of an
agency's IRM program should be considered. These elements
constitute the basic framework for the agency's IRM program and
the planning effort, They are

o IRM Program Management - the overall management and
control of IRM activities;

o Information Management - the overall management and
control of the agency's investment in information,
including identification and sharing of management
information needs; standardization, control and integrityof data stored or manipulated; statistical and records
management activities; and the privacy of records and
freedom of information;

o Hardware
_- the ongoing operation, enhancement,

modification, addition, removal or maintenance of
equipment supportinginformation systems;

o Software - th e acquisition, development, ongoing
operation, enhancement, modification, convert ormaintenance of computer programs; and

onvers ^n or

organizing the agency's IRM Govern^* r%EL."' ,

M* f r
a* the foundation Jor agency-wide l V,

V als " erve
bureau/office IRM plans

8 y "lde as wel1 individual
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4 . 5 Ensur ing ^^^gg_g^J^ency Policy _

Direct lyeg^
- Week 3

It is extremely important that a common understanding of

responsibilities and objectives are firmly established for the

agency
'

s IRM program. Documents establishing the policy
foundation that guides the Task Force and assists program
managers in identifying areas in need of improvement are

o The agency mission(s) and bureau functionCs) statements;

o The governing policies for IRM; and

o The "systems ownership" document, specifying information

system roles and responsibilities.

If any of these documents are not in place at thia stage of the

planning effort, they should be drawn up by the Task Force and

coordinated with the Review Committee. Once reviewed and
endorsed by this Committee, they should be incorporated into the

planning guidance distributed to the Bureaus and issued to agency
personnel through the directives system, upon formal adoption by
the Executive Steering Committee.

4.6 Identifying General Planning Assumptions and Constraints - Week 3

Throughout the planning process it will be necessary to make
certain assumptions. Documenting these assumptions and any
existing constraints provides for appropriate modification of the

plan when these assumptions and constraints change. Some

planning constraints are considered general in nature and will be

applied throughout the agency. Such constraints include

projected staffing and funding limitations. The Task Force IB

responsible for identifying and/or collecting documented agency
constraints and incorporating them into the planning guidance
distributed to all program managers.

4.7 Issuing the Planning Call - Week k

The Task Force should review the forms that will be used by
bureau representatives in preparing their IRM plans. Following
the general outline for the plan, the forms ask program managers
for specific information on all aspects of their IRM program.
Within the context of the agency mission and their overall

program function, program managers are able to evaluate their

current systems environment, project future information

requirements, and identify their plans for meeting them. Itemized

activities contained in the plans include only those efforts

which are to be accomplished within known resource constraints.

-15-
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Accompanying instructions contain the purpose of the forms and
define the data elements requested. (The Task Force should
provide the bureau representatives with as much supporting
information or previously prepared material as possible to
facilitate completion of these forms.) The formats and
instructions that follow (Exhibits 2-19) are suggested for
collection of the planning data within the bureaus as well as for

consolidating bureau-wide information to be submitted to the Task
Force.

Identification of IRM personnel and costs is likely to be
difficult. Probably inconsistent definitions have been used
previously for identifying classifications and categories of

personnel whose full or partial salary costs would be considered
as IRM costs. A further difficulty, encountered as a result of

placing functional responsibilities with IRM users, involves the
assessment of costs for centralized user support (hardware,
operation, and software development) at the user activity level.
The Task Force, in assisting bureau representatives, formalizes
the definition of cost categories in a fashion that will lend
itself to the agency's budget cost categories and is consistent
with OMB guidelines (OMB Circulars A-121, "Cost Accounting, Cost
Recovery and Interagency Sharing of Data Processing Facilities,"
and A-ll, "Preparation and Submission of Budget Estimates"
Exhibit 43, "Data on Acquisition, Operation, and Use of
Information Technology Systems".)

This month's efforts culminate in the issuance of an agency
planning guide by the Task Force. This package contains: (1) a
statement of the purpose and scope of the planning effort;
(2) the appropriate data collection forms and accompanying
instructions ; (3) the agency's governing policies for IRM,
including definitions of the IRM program elements; (4) the
"systems ownership" document; (5) agency mission and objectives
statements; and, (6) areas of emphasis to be considered during
the planning effort. A covering memorandum to this package,
signed by the agency head is directed to bureau heads with a
copy to each bureau representative and subordinate office head.
This memorandum expresses the need for active involvement of all
concerned parties in this project and a firm commitment to the
established timeframes for completion.

The planning effort now moves into the next phase with the bureau
representative concentrating activity on assistance to
subordinate organizations in the development of their IRM plans.

16-
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1 . Bureau/Office

2. Bureau/Office Function^}

3.

4.,

6.

6.

3. Bureau/Office Objectlve(s)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

ApencyMission(s)

Supported

Bureau/Office Agency

Functions) Supported Obj. Supported

FORMAT A

EXHIBIT 2: Functions and Objectives
- Format A
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S. NARRATIVE

FORMAT A BACK

EXHIBIT 2A; Functions and Objectives - Format A (Continued)
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF, FUNCTIONS AND OBJECTIVES
FORMAT A

The purpose of this form is to document the bureau/office functions(s)
and objective(s) and to show which of the agency's miseion(s) and

objectives(s) they support. Also, this form provides space to diagram
an organizational chart that identifies how and where IRM is organized
within the bureau/office and to describe mechanisms that have been or

will be established to ensure proper planning , budgeting,
coordination, and evaluation of IRM activities.

1. BUREAU/OFFICE: Insert the name of the bureau/office or other

organizational unit completing this document.

2. BUREAU/OFFICE FPNCTIOH(S) : List bureau/office functions,
using style and language similar to that of the agency
mission(s). A function includes a role, responsibility or
service which the bureau/office performs to support agency
mission(s), goals, and objectives.

AGENCY MISSIOH(S) SUPPORTED; Insert the number(s) of the

agency mission(s) which the bureau/office function(s) support.

3. BUREAU/OFFICE OBJECTIVE(S) : List the bureau/office objec-
tive(s) that support the bureau/office function(s) listed. An

objective is defined as a measurable result to he achieved

during a specific time frame.

Also, list the number of the bureau/office function(s) and

agency objective(s) supported by each objective listed.

4. MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE FOR INFORMATION RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMl Diagram an organizational chart identifying how the

information resources management program is organized and where

it resides within the bureau/office.

5. NARRATIVE: Enter in this field a brief description of the

processes and procedures to be used to ensure effective

planning, budgeting and management of the bureau/office
information resources.

EXHIBIT 3: Instructions for Completion of Functions and Objectives
Format A
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FORMAT B

EXHIBIT A: Operating Systems Catalog
- Format B
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF OPERATING SYSTEMS CATALOG
FORMAT B

In order to plan an effective course for achieving IRM objectives, it

is necessary to develop an understanding of the current information
systems environment. This will be done primarily through an
examination of those information systems , both automated and

non-automated, which the bureau/office presently owns.

Section I - GENERAL SYSTEMS INFORMATION

1. System Title: Enter the identifying name of the system
and its acronym, if any,

2. Date of Implementation: Enter the year the system
became operational .

3. Summary System Description: Write a brief description
of the system and its purpose.

4. A. System Status : Make an entry (X) in only one block. The

entry should describe the current status of the

system,

Routine Maint . : Undergoing routine maintenance and

operation. No significant changes being made.

Enhance : Being upgraded or improved and keeping system
identity. In block 4.B, put the date enhancement will
be completed.

Discontinue : In the process of phasing out . In block
4.B. put the date when the system will be discontinued.

Inactive : Presently not in use. In block 4.B. enter
the date when system reactivation or disposition will be
decided.

Replace : In the process of modifying the method of
meeting the system requirement by incorporating it into
a new or differently named system. In blocks 4.B. and
4.C. put the date when the system will be replaced, and
the name of the replacement system.

EXHIBIT 5: Instructions for Completion of Operating Systems Catalog
Format B
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Section II - SYSTEM CONTROL

5.A. Name of Bureau/Office which Qvns the System: Enter the
name of bureau/ off ice that owns the information system.

5.B. Name of the Designated Owner of Record: Enter the name
and correspondence symbol for appropriate point of
contact .

5.C. Telephone Number : Enter the telephone number of the

designated owner of record.

6 . Name of Software Owner ; Enter the name of the
bureau/office, Government agency, proprietor, etc.,
which owns the application software.

7* Organization(s) Supported; List the bureau/office(s) ,

Government agencies, etc., which enter or receive data
from the system. Place an "X" in the appropriate
column(s) to identify whether each organisation
provides input to or relies on output from the system
(or both).

8. System Int erf ace (s) ; List the system name and acronym
of the system(s) whose processing directly affects or is

affected by this system. Place an "X" in the

appropriate column to identify whether the interface
relates to system input or output.

(To be completed if system is automated)

Section III - HARDWARE

9* Major Processor (s)

A. Make/Model /Series : Enter the manufacturer's make,
model, and series identification for the equipment.

Bl Owner : Enter the name of the bureau/office,
Government agency, company, etc . , which owns the

equipment .

10 . Terminal Processors and Special Equipment

A. Equipment Type; Enter the descriptive nae(s) of

secondary processing equipment used for the system;
e.g. , interactive terminals , data entry terminals ,

remote job entry (RJE) terminals, etc.

EXHIBIT 5A: Instructions for Completion of Operating Systems Catalog
Format B (Continued)
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B. Hake/Model/Series : Enter, below the appropriate
equipment typets), the" manufacturer (s) '

make, model, and

series identification for your secondary processing
equipment .

Section IV - SOFTWARE

11.

13

Section V

14

15

16

17,

18

Language/Package Name: List the programming language(s)
used. If a vendor's software package(s) is(are) used,
enter the package narae(s) and, if known, the programming
language. For software packages, enter N/A in Columns
12 and 13.

No . of Programs : Enter the total number of programs
written in each of the programming languages listed in

Column 11 .

No. of Lines: Enter the total number of lines of

program code written in each of the programming
languages listed in Column 11. (A reasonable estimate,
rounded to the nearest thousand (000), is acceptable.)

SCHEDULED OPERATIONS/COST/PLAN ACTIVITY REFERENCE

Frequency: Enter the frequency of scheduled operations
for this system.

Day and Time: Enter the day(s) of the week or month,
and the time(s) of day processing is scheduled for this

system.

Estimated Annual Cost: Enter the estimated costs for
the entire current fiscal year to support this system.

Activity No.(s) : After completion of the IRM Activities
List (Format D) , return to this form and enter the
activity number(s) of the IRM activity ( ies) which
directly relate(s) to this system. If multiple entries
are appropriate, separate each entry with a comma.

Related Activity No.(s): Enter the activity number(s)
from the IRM Activities List (Format D) for those IRM
activities expected to have an impact on this system.
If multiple entries are appropriate, separate each entry
with a comma.

EXHIBIT 5B: Instructions for Completion of Operating Systems Catalog
Format B (Continued)
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EXHIBIT 6: Needed Improvements - Format C
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF NEEDED IMPROVEMENTS
FORMAT C

The purpose of this document is to state the IRM improvements needed
in light of bureau/office program plans and conformance with the

underlying strategies which will govern the agency's IRM program.
For each IRM program element complete a separate document.

1. BUREAU/OFFICE; Insert the name of the bureau/office completing
th i s form .

2. IRM PROGRAM ELEMENT: Check the appropriate IRM program element
this document pertains to. (Five forms will be completed by
each bureau/office.)

3. NEEDED IMPROVEMENT: List the major problem(s) or deficiencies
that the bureau/office faces for each of the IRM program
elements. Describe problems or deficiencies to a level such
that no more than five items will cover the full scope of
concern for each IRM program element.

4. RELATED ACTIVITY( IBS) : After completion of the IRM Activities
List (Format D) , return to this form and enter the activity
number(s) of the IRM activ ity( ies) that will alleviate the

problem or deficiency and help achieve the needed improvements.
If multiple entries are appropriate, separate each entry with a

comma .

EXHIBIT 7: Instructions for Completion of Needed Improvements - Format C
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EXHIBIT 8: Information Resources Management Activities List - Format D
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF

IRM ACTIVITIES LIST
FORMAT D

The purpose of this document is to list the IRM activities the

bureau/office plans to accomplish during the period of FY through
FY . An activity is something the bureau/office plans to

accomplish that is related to the IRM program and that requires the

application of agency resources (money, personnel, etc.). Activities
should be succinctly defined to facilitate overall planning,
budgeting, and monitoring of the IRM program. The total resource

expenditures for all activities ^ithiT^^Jlscj^l,__y_eia r should represent

t._he
to t: a 1 UtM

^ prp.gr am^exjjemiej; ^or__t
h at f i s_c_a 1 _y_e_ar . An activity may

be continuous or have well defined start and end points. It may be
related to either a single or multiple application system(s) or to an
IRM program element objective that is unrelated to any specific
application system(s),

1. BUREAU/OFFICE: Insert the name of the bureau/of f ice completing
this form.

2. ACTIVITY NUMBER; Number each entry sequentially.

3. NAME AND DESCRIPTION: Enter the activity name and a concise

description for each IRM activity to be pursued during the

planning period. Where appropriate, describe an activity so as

to associate it with the specific system(s) it affects.

*' CATEGORY : Enter the code, as defined below, that applies to
this activity. Only one code can be assigned to an activity.

Code 1* - This activity is designed to improve or enhance an

existing system or program.

Code 2* - This activity is in response to a new requirement,
necessitating a total system redesign, a new development
effort, or a new initiative.

Code 3 - This activity is designed to continue operation of

and/or maintain an existing system or activity.

* Activities falling in these categories will require, as

instructed, an entry on Format F (Anticipated Benefits).

EXHIBIT 9: Instructions for the Completion of IRM Activities List
Format D
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5-7. AGENCY MISSION; BUREAU/OFFICE FUNCTIONS; OBJECTIVES: The

purpose of these columns is to provide linkage between the

mission(s) of the agency, bureau/office function(s), and

agency ("A") and bureau/office ("B/0") objective(s) . For each

column , enter the appropriate numeric code(s) of the

mission(s), funtion(s) and objectiveCs) supported by the IRM

activity. (Bureau/office functions and objectives are listed
on Format A) .

Where an activity supports more than one agency mission,
provide in the appropriate column a percentage breakdown that

could be used to prorate that activity's total cost across

those missions. If multiple entries are appropriate, separate
each entry by a comma.

8- REMARKS: This is an optional field to be used by the preparer.
Enter in this field any information needed to further explain
or support the entries on this form.

EXHIBIT 9A: Instructions for the Completion of IRM Activities List

Format D (Continued)
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EXHIBIT 10: Summary of Resources Required
- Format E
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIRED
FORMAT E

The purpose of this document is to identify the resources required in

terms of people and dollars to accomplish the activities described in

the IRM Activities List (Format D) for the planning period. Totals are

computed by fiscal year to show resources required.

In order to more closely conform to the requirements of the Office of

Management and Budget (OMB) Circulars A-121 and A-ll and to provide
consistent costing information for analysis of IRM related
expenditures, the definition of IRM costs should be the same aa those
in the "Data on Acquisition, Operation, and Use of Information
Technology Systems (Exhibit 43A>," required by OMB. This information
will then be useful for both planning purposes and as a basis for

input to the 43A report .

1. BUREAU/OFFICE: Insert the name of the bureau/office completing
this form.

2 * ACT. NO: Enter sequentially the activity number from the IRM
Activities List (Format D) .

3. FISCAL YEAR INFORMATION: Insert the fiscal year for each year
of the planning period.

For each fiscal year (FT through FY , and aggregate for

beyond FY ), people and dollar information is required,
captured at the activity level. Dollar figures are expressed
in thousands ($000), Totals are obtained by fiscal year (FY
through FY and Beyond) for individual categories. Total
life cycle anticipated costs by activity number (Act, No.) are
also computed.

Definitions of IRM related costs are consistent with those
contained in Exhibit 43A. Costs should be initially captured
by subcategories identified in Exhibit 43A to permit completion
of that form and then consolidated into five categories: FTE*
Personnel; Equipment; Contractor Support; and Other.

EXHIBIT 11: Instructions for the Completion of Summary of Resources
Required - Format E
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These categories are defined as follows;

FTE - (Full Time Equivalency)! Enter, based on your best

estimate, the total FTE to be spent on IRM functions by all

personnel associated with this activity (e.g., systems
development and operational personnel, policy and management
officials, etc.) However, FTE should not be reported for

personnel who may use the system described in this activity
which is incidental to the performance of their primary
function.

FTE to be specifically included in this category are defined as

follows:

1. Personnel assigned to an organization whose mission
is to provide IRM support;

2. Personnel in job series 330, 332, 334, 335, 343, 345,

391, and 393, who provide information system support;

3. Persoanel who spend more than 50 percent of their

time performing IRM related work. This includes

requirements definition, systems testing, information

systems studies, etc., when the function performed by
the individual is to act as an interface between the
end user and the IRM organization; and,

4. Personnel whose sole function is to enter data into an

information system via data entry equipment .

Specifically excluded are non-clerical individuals who
use interactive terminals as a tool in the performance
of their work and are not included in the above

categories .

PERSONNEL: Enter total personnel compensation, personal
benefits

,
and travel for FTE identified to support this

activity.

EXHIBIT 11A: Instructions for the Completion of Summary of Resources

Required
- Format E (Continued)
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EQUIPMENT; Enter the amount required for equipment needed to

support this activity. Thle category includes central

processing units , peripheral devices, input/output devices,
modems, multiplexors , message processors, terminals, etc., to
be purchased or leased by the bureau/office. Also included are

purchases of unique support software and equipment (e.g.,
proprietary software, operating systems software, data entry
keypunch/key verify equipment, off-line message reproducer,
special purpose furniture , etc*; specifically excluded is

applications software) and maintenance and software furnished
as a part of a lease arrangement,

COMT, SUP. (Contractor Support)! Enter all obligations where

payments are to be made directly to private contractors for
commercial services in support of this activity. This category
includes the following obligations or contracts;

1 . Network services or facilities including obligations
associated with Government -owned, contractor-operated (GOCO)
facilities;

2. Facility management and teleprocessing services contracts;

3. Computer systems time and other incidental support services
(e.g., data base maintenance, application assistance, etc.);

4. Leased point-to-point, multi-point, and switched telecom-
munications services ;

5. Services associated with operation and maintenance of
bureau/office owned IIN equipment and data entry support
functions , including ayetem software programmer support ,

maintenance and operation of tape/disk libraries, and data
entry, keypunch/key verify services;

6. Applications and/or systems development support such as
applications systems design, analysis, and/or programming
services;

7. Design and/or development of aerviceo, networks, or
facilities; and,

8. Management or feasibility studies, technology forecasts,
requirements definition, consulting services, and training.

B: Instructions for the Completion of Summary of Resources
Required - Format E (Continued)
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OTHER: Enter all other coats needed to support the activity.
The following types of costs should be included in this

category;

1. Required site construction or modification;

2. Leased space required for operation and office space of
Government or contractor personnel, including basic utilities
and housekeeping services (SLUG);

3. Other in-house operating expenses such as supplies,
purchased or leased applications software, and directly related
non-commercial training for in-house personnel;

4. Payments to other Government agencies for IRM services,
including payments to GSA for reimbursable services, tSP
contracts and FTS usage;

5. Payments made within the agency to another

bureau/office for IRM support services, including payments for

systems and programming support and computer time; and,

6. All offsetting collections received from other Government

agencies for IRM support services provided. (To be enclosed
in parentheses) .

Any entry placed in this column should be footnoted and briefly
explained on an attached sheet of bond paper.

4. TOTAL (FY THROUGH FT AND EETfOMD )i Enter the totals

for FTE, Personnel, Equipment , Contractor Support, and Other

for each IRM activity.

5. LIFE CYCLE ANTICIPATED COST ($000's) : Total the fiscal yeara
costs for each IRM activity and enter the life cycle
anticipated cost, expressed in thousands ($000), for each

activity.

6. TOTAL FY FTE: Compute the total for FTE by fiscal year.

7. TOTAL FISCAL YEAR COSTS ($000*8)! Total the dollars by fiscal

year of all IRM activities for each cost category: Personnel,

Equipment, Contractor Support, and Other, Calculate total
fiscal year costs and a total life cycle anticipated cost,

expressed in thousands ($000).

EXHIBIT 11C: Instructions for the Completion of Summary of Resources

Required
- Format E (Continued)
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EXHIBIT 12: Anticipated Benefits - Format F
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF ANTICIPATED BENEFITS
FORMAT F

The purpose of this document is to identify either a savings or a cost

avoidance (or both) that would result from the completion of the
activities listed on the IRM Activities List (Format D) falling in

Categories 1 or 2. (See instructions for Format D for definition of
code categories .)

Anticipated benefits are defined as:

Savings: Reduction in the current level of expenditure.

Cost Avoidance: Elimination of the need for a future increase in

expenditures .

1. BUREAU/OFFICE: Insert the name of the bureau/ off ice completing
this document .

2. ACTIVITY NUMBER: Insert the appropriate activity number from
the IRM Activities List (Format D) .

3. FISCAL YEAR INFORMATION: Insert the fiscal year for each year
of the planning period.

For each fiscal year, (FY through FY and beyond FY ),
indicate in the appropriate category the anticipated savings
and cost avoidance, expressed in the thousands ($OQO's).

A. LIFE CYCLE ANITCIPATED BENEFITS; Total the anticipated benefits
for the life of the activity, expressed in the thousands
($000' s).

' NARRATIVE; As necessary, concisely identify those benefits
that do not lend themselves to dollar quantification, but
should be considered when assessing the potential value of the
investment .

EXHIBIT 13: Instructions for Completion of Anticipated Benefits - Format F
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6. TOTAL SAVINGS: Total Ch savings for each fiscal year and the

life cycle of the activities.

7. TOTAL COST AVOIDAHCE ! Total the coit avoidance for each fiscal

year and the life cycle of the activities.

8. TOTAL ANTICIPATED BEMKFITS: Add the Total Savings and Total

Cost Avoidance for each Fiscal Year and the Life Cycle

Anticipated Benefits.

EXHIBIT 13A; Instructions for Completion of Anticipated Benefits -

Format F (Continued)
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EXHIBIT 14: Activity Summary by Information Resources Management Program

Element - Format G
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF ACTIVITY SUMMARY
BY IRM PROGRAM ELEMENT

FORMAT G

The purpose of this document is to relate the IRM activities that the

Bureau/Office will acconplish during the planning period to the

five program elements which comprise the total IRM program. Complete
a separate document. For each IRM program element.

1. BUREAU/OFFICE; Enter the name of the Bureau/Office completing
this form.

2. IRM PROGRAM ELEMENT: Check the appropriate IRM program element
this document pertains to. (Five forms will be completed by
each Bureau/Office).

3. SUMMARI ZED ACTIVITY : List in summary fashion the activities the

Bureau/Office intends to accomplishfor each if the IRM program
elements. Summarize IRM activities at a level so that no more
than five entries will reflect the full scope of activities

relating to each IRM program element.

4. RELATED ACTIVITY( IBS) : Enter the number of the activity(ies)
from the IRM Activities List (Format D) that supports these

summarized activities. If multiple entries are appropriate,
separate each entry with a comma.

EXHIBIT 15: Instructions for the Completion of Activity Summary by IRM

Program Element - Format G
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EXHIBIT 16: Schedule by Information Resources Management Activity
-

Format H
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF SCHEDULE
BY IRM ACTIVITY

FORMAT H

The purpose of this document is to establish performance schedules for

each planned IRM activity.

1. BUREAU/OFFICE; Insert the name of the bureau/office completing
this document .

2. ACTIVITY NUMBER: Enter the activity number from the IRM
Activities List {Format D) .

3' SCHEDULE : The schedule covers the planning period FY through
FY with each year divided into quarters. For each IRM
activity place a A in the quarter of the fiscal year that the

activity begins, then another A in the quarter that it ends.
For ongoing activities, draw a dotted line through all quarters
of each FY.

EXHIBIT 17: Instructions for the Completion of Schedule by IRM Activity -

Format H
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EXHIBIT 18: Information Resources Management Planning Assumptions

Format I
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF IRM

PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS
FORMAT I

The purpose of this document is to list any assumptions made in

completing the other IRM Planning Guide formate and relating them, as

appropriate, to specific entries.

1. BUREAU/OFFICE: Insert the name of the bureau/office completing
this document.

2* NUMBER: Number each entry sequentially,

3. ASSUMPTIONS:. List all assumptions your bureau/office has made
in completing the IRM Planning Guide. (Assumptions may be

general or specifically IRM related).

4. RELATED ENTRY(IES) : Enter the entry(ies) to which this

assumption pertains. If multiple entries are appropriate,
separate each entry by a comma. If the assumption relates to
all the documents, write "ALL". The entry should be recorded
"F-Nn

,
so that "P" equals the format number and "N" equals the

entry number or item.

EXHIBIT 19: Instructions for the Completion o IRM Planning Assumptions
Format I
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SYSTEM OWNERSHIP

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

System Owner:

The System Owner has responsibility for the program which is served

by the information system and is responsible for programmatic
decisions based upon reports or information provided by the system.
The System Owner, therefore, is someone other than the IRM support
organization unless the system serves the IRM program. The System
Owner is responsible for the accuracy, completeness, and timeliness

of the fundamental data input to the system.

Owner Representative: An individual from the owning organization
is designated as Owner Representative. The Owner Representative is

responsible for ensuring that programmatic strategy is reflected in

the system and for representing the end user community. Specific

responsibilities include:

o obtaining end user involvement in defining requirements for

new systems and defining user requirements for system
maintenance;

o prioritizing user requests;

o preparing business justification for all development and

maintenance work;

o defining test cases and acceptance criteria and obtaining
end user participation in systems tests;

o signing off on life-cycle phase reviews and testing
results;

/

o conducting user training;

o validating the system against system objectives; and

o ensuring that interfaces with other systems are maintained

when changes are made to the system.

EXHIBIT 20: Systems Ownership - Roles and Responsibilities
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Ownership is also assigned for component parts of the system, such

as the -application software, the hardware and the data. The owner

of the component parts may or may not be the same organization as

the owner of the system. Inherent responsibilities also accompany
the assignment of component: ownership.

Hardware Owner: The Hardware Owner has the responsibility for

acquiring, enhancing, adding, deleting, and maintaining the

computer equipment and peripheral devices which are an element of

the owned system* Specific responsibilities include:

o developing plans, including cost and schedule, for meeting

processing requests from the System Owner(s);

o accomplishing plans as agreed upon by the System Owner(s);

o adhering to all relevant hardware standards;

o modifying hardware configuration to meet relevant Federal

and agency policies;

o analyzing capacity requirements and planning and

accomplishing acquisition activities necessary to

accommodate future processing requirements; and

o establishing necessary controls to assure timeliness in

meeting processing requirements.

Although computing services support may be contracted for, a

Hardware Owner must be designated for management purposes and to

act as an interface with the contractor,

Software Owner: The Software Owner has the responsibility for

maintaining the software, correcting latent defects as well as

responding to programmatic changes requested by the System Owner.

Specific responsibilities include:

o developing plans, including cost and schedule, for meeting
maintenance requests from Che System Owner which reflect

programmatic changes ;

o accomplishing changes in accordance with the plan agreed
upon by the System Owner;

EXHIBIT 20A: Systems Ownership - Roles and Responsibilities (Continued)
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o" adhering to all relevant software standards;

o improving internals of the software system to meet relevant
Federal and agency policies;

o assuring version control; and

o establishing necessary controls to assure integrity and

security of the software.

Although computer support services may be contracted for, a

Software Owner must be designated for management purposes and to

act as an interface with the contractor.

Data Owner: The Data Owner has the responsibility for the

integrity and security of those data elements contained within the

data base. Specific responsibilities include:

o establishing necessary controls to ensure accuracy and

currency of individual data elements and periodic purging
of the data elements;

o establishing necessary controls to ensure security of

access to individual data elements so that access is

limited only to authorized individuals, organizations and

devices;

o defining and documenting, including user identification,
all data elements contained within the database;

o obtaining end user involvement in developing or modifying
data element definitions;

o ensuring proper documentation and maintenance of data
elements and submitting documentation for inclusion in the

agency data element dictionary; and

o conforming to standardized agency data element definitions

and Federal and agency data base management standards and

policies .

EXHIBIT 20B: Systems Ownership - Roles and Responsibilities (Continued)
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5. DEVELOPING THE PLAN - MONTH 2

*' * Training Bureau Representatives
- Week 1

The Task Force should now prepare for and conduct a training
workshop for all bureau representatives to familiarize them with
the planning guide. Participants should receive the guide in

sufficient time to review its contents and prepare questions and

comments regarding any specific items. The Task Force should pay

particular attention to "cost elements" issues, so that a

consistent approach will be used in preparing the training
materials and in responding to form queries. Introductions
between individual Task Force members and their assigned bureau

representatives should also be made at this workshop.

5.2 Preparing Individual Bureau/Office Plans - Weeks 2, 3, and 4

The bureau representative, appropriate task force member, and

other designated staff support personnel collaborate in the

preparation of the individual bureau/office plans. They should:

o Brief program directors on the strategic IRM planning
effort and on actions that will occur during the

following weeks;

o Interview program directors, including the bureau head;

o Complete the forms prescribed in this methodology for

each of the program directors' activities;

o Verify with the program directors the accuracy of the

data collected during these interviews;

o Consolidate the information and prepare a consolidated

bureau/office version of the forms;

o Brief the bureau/office head on the consolidated forms

and obtain concurrence on the bureau-wide plan; and,

o Submit the completed planning documents, under signature
of the bureau/office head, to the agency Task Force.
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5 - 3 Writing Background Portions of the Plan - Week 3

Concurrent with the preparation of individual bureau/office
plans, the Task Force members should be preparing a first draft
of the background portion of the plan.

Documents that require drafting include:

o Background, purpose and objectives of the plan;

o Agency mission and organization overview; and

o A description of the current IRM environment.

5.4 Advising the Agency Head on Progress - Week 4

It is important at this point to brief the Steering Committee and

the agency head on the status of the planning effort. Since the
main purpose of the strategic plan is to support agency missions
and objectives, it is imperative that senior management officials
be aware of the main direction the IRM plan has taken to this

point and be in agreement with it. This provides a proper time
for reinforcing the need for top management support in order to

complete the plan in the time allotted. This briefing also

provides the opportunity for addressing any changes that may be

taking place in the agency's policies, standards or guidelines.
Once this briefing has been conducted, the Task Force ifl now

ready to begin the final stage of plan development.
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6. DEVELOPING THE PLAN - MONTH 3

6. 1 Examining and Summarizing Individual Bureau/Office Plans - Weeks
1 and 2

The Task Force should proceed to integrate the individual

bureau/office plans into a comprehensive agency-wide plan. They
review all bureau/office plans and prepare executive summaries

describing each. This is an important step, not only in

encapsulating various data in a short and effective overview, but

also in certifying that the Task Force members understand and

have captured the import of the planning guide responses. The

bureau/office plans are reviewed in terms of completeness and

cohesiveness as well as content for input into the agency plan.
The bureau/office executive summaries, after validation by the
bureau representatives, are included in the Executive Summary of

the agency plan and serve as a cover sheet for each bureau/office

planning submission contained in Volume II,

6.2 Briefing the Review Committee - Week 2

The Task Force briefs the Review Committee on general progress
and content of the plan. The Committee is provided with: a

draft of the background information to the plan; the executive

summaries; and the cost analyses, tables and charts prepared by
the Task Force to graphically portray the existing IRM

environment. The Review Committee gives their guidance and

approval to the existing approach.

6.3 Integrating Responses and Analyzing. Program Elements - Week 2

The Task Force reviews the individual bureau/office plans and

determines if duplications or omissions exist in any areas.

Conflicts are resolved with Bureau representatives and

modifications agreed upon.

Each of the five IRM program elements is assigned to a member of

the Task Force for a comprehensive examination of all related

bureau/office submissions and preparation of the appropriate

segment of the agency plan. Baaed on the analyses, it is decided

from an agency-wide perspective what the long-range objectives

should be for each and the strategy for achieving them.
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6.4 Deyeloplng a Draft of the Agency-Wide Plan - Week 3

The Task Force is now prepared to piece together an initial draft
of the plan. This consists of a catalog describing all operating
information systems within the agency; bureau plans compilation;
the overall agency plan; and an executive summary with a foreward
to be signed by the agency head. Concurrently, arrangements are

made for editorial review and printing of the plan.

When the initial draft is completed, the Task Force forwards the

plan to the Review Committee for their reactions and comments.
To adhere to the tight time constraints of the planning schedule,
a quick turn-around is required. Suggested changes are then

incorporated and a final draft is prepared and edited.

At this time, the Task Force also develops a letter for
transmittal to the agency head discussing any unresolved issues

or problems, and stating that a copy of the draft plan is being
submitted to the Executive Steering Committee for their
endorsement. A copy of this letter is also provided to the
Committee for its consideration.

At the end of this phase the Team Leader delivers the draft plan
to the agency head and Steering Committee for review so that
needed changes can be reflected prior to the final printing.

6.5 Concurring on the Final Plan - Week A

The Executive Steering Committee concurs on the final planning
document and submits it to the agency head for approval. The
agency head indicates formal approval and adoption of the plan by
signing the Foreward in the executive summary. The Executive
Steering Committee arranges for distribution of the Plan to all

bureau/office heads and managers for their implementation.
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7. IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN - ONGOING

The issue of effective implementation of the 5-year strategic IBM plan
is a critical one. It serves as the key to accomplishing a

satisfactory cost-benefit relationship of an agency's planning
efforts. In order to be successful the following issues are extremely
important to keep in mind

o Establish a direct relationship between strategic plans
and budgets, enabling budget and program managers to have
more explicit responsibility for their part(s) of plan
implementation and to communicate their concerns.

o Break down relatively complex overall planning projects
into easily definable elements that can be effectively
managed and monitored.

o Continue sponsorship for implementation of the strategic
ISM plan.

o Demonstrate that strategic IRM planning is extremely
beneficial, to all organizational levels, by means of

positive results produced quickly.

o "Buy in" to the strategic planning philosophy through
active participation by line and functional managers.

o Assess realistic resource needs and allocate necessary
resources to planned activities. Top management must

recognize the need for their on-going commitment.

o Maintain a vital and creative plan, rather than

performing quick updates of the previous plan or having
to totally replan every year. Make adjustments , as

needed, to the kinds of information collected and the
approach taken.

These are only a few of the implementation issues that agencies should
be prepared for once the Strategic IRM Plan has been signed and
issued. Implementation of the plan should become just as much a part
of the agency's day-to-day operations as its other work activities.
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Once the Strategic IRM Plan is approved, tactical plans are developed
for each IRM activity. By following the procedures and structures
prescribed by this planning methodology, the agency should be readily
able to identify individuals assigned ultimate responsibility for
each planned IRM activity. As the tactical plans are developed, the
office designated responsibility for overseeing management of the
agency* e IRM plan concurrently develops a control system for tracking
agency performance against the plan. The designated office should
actively monitor the progress of activities' tactical plans, alerting
appropriate managers when potential problems appear to be emerging.

A memorandum, endorsed by the Executive Steering Committee, is issued
by the agency head stressing the importance of continued support to
the plan during its implementation phases , reaffirming the

responsibility of bureau/office heads for accomplishment of assigned
IRM activities, and outlining steps to be taken should any delays or

problems be incurred in meeting activity timeframes and
resource consumption schedules. These procedures should include

o Not i fi cat ion to Che designated office overseeing plan
implementation that the activity is not on track;

o Circumstances involving the delay and planned corrective
actions ;

o Impacts on other related IRM activities; and

o New schedules for completion.

Once this information is provided, appropriate briefings can be
prepared for the Executive Steering Committee, and modifications or
annotations can be made to the official strategic IRM plan.

In preparation for quarterly meetings of the Executive Steering
Committee, the designated office should also routinely

o Review planning assumptions and modify them as necessary;

o Note progress, problems that may have materialized during the

quarter, prioritizing new and existing activities; and

o Coordinate procurement actions with activities contained in
the plan.

The results of these reviews are then communicated directly to key
managers of the agency, lending further credibility to the IRM
planning effort and enhancing commitment of management to its success.
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8. INSTITUTIONALIZING THE PROCESS - ONGOING

The Strategic IRM Plan should be updated annually, complementing the

agency's budget process. To initiate the update process, the
Executive Steering Committee reconfirms agency missions and

objectives, validates policies governing the agency's IRM program,
identifies planning assumptions and constraints, and provides any
needed redirection to the planning effort as appropriate. The

designated planning office is then able to reissue the planning call,
incorporating changes that the Steering Committee has made and

requesting each bureau/office to

o Review functions, objectives, assumptions and constraints;

o Reassess their information needs and identify needed
improvements ;

o Review their individual IRM activities; and

o Establish new or validate current IRM activities, submitting
them in the format as described in this report.

Strategic IRM planning remains meaningful only as long as it continues
to relate to the real-world environment of the agency. As events
redirect planned IRM activities or as revisions to requirements
emerge, changes must be made to the plan. In essence, plans should be

"living" documents, changing as programmatic direction and priorities
fluctuate or as planning assumptions change. If the strategic plan is

to remain a meaningful and useful document, activity modifications
must be identified and analyzed as to their impact on resource
projections and other planned activities. And although a formal
update to the plan should occur at least annually in conjunction with

budget formulation, procedures should be established to permit
modifications to the plan during the year as needed.


